LEASE
Centralize lease contracts for all subsidiaries in
compliance with IAS, IFRS and CRC 9902 requirements

Faciliter la fonction f inancière

manage leases easily
LEASE, a cloud based application, eases your workflow and your consolidation
issues regarding the evolution of IFRS16 and IAS17standards.

Centralize lease contracts for all subsidiaries
Centralize lease contracts
Monitor payments due in the schedule
Manage errors using the dashboard
Perform the batch retrieval of historical data imported from Excel files

Manage changes and ensure the traceability of modifications
Monitor initial conditions
Add events to the lease lifecycle
Generate the consolidation entries in a customizable environment
Generate the asset depreciation table
Break assets down by component
Dynamic contractual payment schedule and loan depreciation table

Analyze the impact on current or projected lease contracts
Multi-dimensional analyses of the impact on consolidated accounts
Creation and sharing of ad hoc analyses
Data conversion: multi-currency retrieval
BI connector for creating dynamic dashboards
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the world
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Significant time saved
Flexible, user-friendly and in continuous development, this application
optimizes lease contract management processes by providing security,
automatic processing, sharing, analysis, traceability, compliance and
interfacing with your consolidation or accounting system.

Extended functional coverage
Lease offers numerous operational functionalities and is constantly enhanced
through user feedback.

Responsive expert customer support
Enjoy Viareport’s technical and functional expertise as regards platform
maintenance as well as practical questions on the application. Your users
can focus on the operational aspects of their business without dealing with
technical issues.

they have chosen lease

A pioneer in distributing consolidation and reporting solutions
in the cloud since its creation in 2005, Viareport ensures
the management of financial applications for over 800
corporations. Thanks to its diverse solutions combining cloudbased applications with an expertise in consulting services,
Viareport has established itself as the reference financial
consolidation and management reporting platform in France
and overseas.
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